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A statement from bureau's director
Understand, care, and assist rare disorder
Human has better understanding the causes of diseases as scientist uncovers
the mystery of genetic codes, it also help lifted the motto of devil's curse. Although
the growth rate of disorder is low, rare seem diseases such as rare disorder is no
exception.
In recent years through the joined efforts of governments, organizations, and
public media in raises awareness of rare disorder has been rewarding. Rare disorder
needs society acceptance, understanding and caring. Awareness that has penetrated
our emotions, and to discover its’ existence in our society. Although the number of
rare disorder patient are few, but it dose consist of many categories and up to more
then hundred types. Patients’ clinical conditions also various depending on their
physical, mental conditions, medical care, and socialization. With these factors in
mind, it's critical for rare disorder patient provided with publics’ care, assistance
and acceptance!
This book is base on truth, with uncontaminated words and pictures it portraits
the life stories of five characters and their disorder. Through this book it guides the
reader to realize how patient and their family in "a world that is smaller then the
scale of ten thousand to one" their devotion in life. Other then to be effectively profound reader's sense of emotion, we must not forget to understand, care, and assist
rare disorder.

Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of Health
Bureau's Director
November 2003
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The patient's dignity
The people inherit a rare disorder aren't God's punishment
They are savior to others
By bearing risks of evolution
They are not abnormal
They are noble victim
We should be grateful of their existences

are disorder is an illness that affected in very small

R

throughout their growth. Reoccurrence raises with

number of health spectrum. According to our

patient’s age so are the soaring price of containment, at

national standard, the recognition of rare disorder are the

the use of specify medication and nutrient which has

form of it’s annually growth which is less ten thousands

become a expensive and a timely battle.

to one.
And there is Waardenburg Syndrome resulting in hearThe United States’ National Organization for Rare

ing loss, it takes a timely rehabilitation enable it’s

Disorders’ records a few hundreds types of rare disorder

patient to become acquainted in society.

by large compare to our nation’s official listing; which it
indicates a small number of patients, but it dose consist

Causes of these diseases various, often involving com-

of seventy plus categories and up to more then hundred

plexity of heredity and mystery of genetic gene. For

types. These patients’ clinical conditions also various

most of them no cure has been found, even there are no

depending on their physical, mental, medical and social

leads to the cause.

conditions.
In the past, patient of disorder has been criticized and

Facing a problem of
multiple complexity
For instance, the patients of skin deformation like

discriminated by the public. Community often cast
patients and their family the shadow of shame; unable to
break free they hide in the darkness, they are the fireflies
that don’t glow.

Lamellar Ichthyosis and Hereditary Epidermolysis
Bullosa. These patients’ socialization causes fear of discrimination are far greater then their physical suffering.

The noble victim
From biological perspective, rare disorder is inevitable

Huntington’s Chorea, Spinocerebellar Ataxia and

products of proliferation. As all forms of living creature

Muscular Atrophy are all heredity disorder occurrence

evolved through breeding, its genetic material advance

in adulthood, due to the unawareness of its’ condition

itself to adapt its surround environment. Occasional mis-

often patients conceded children. Patient and their fami-

shape are part of evolutions, and some of defecation

ly faces an uncontainable situation it causes a great deal

effect in later term.

of distress, distress in physical, mental and life style, all
of which needs an immense adjustment.

Human proliferation and evolution carries the same risk.
Through vigorous of prenatal examination and investi-

Metabolic disorder like Glycogen Storage Disease,

gation, there are 2% ~ 3% of newborn still effected by

Phenylketonuria and Gaucher‘s disease, patient needs to

genetic disorder. As long as the human proliferation

practice diet restriction and controlled medication

continues, the risk of rare disorder remains. Dr. Lin of
Mackay Memorial Hospital once quotes: “with heredity
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disorder it comes along with joys, sorrows and dreams.”

ernment amended “Act on the Protection of the

This is the mystery of life. Annually, there are 2% ~ 3%

Physically and Mentally Disabled” that entitled patients

of newborn who is heredity a rare disorder. These

of rare disorder the much-needed assistance. It offers

patient are the savior to others by bearing risks of evolu-

patients with multi-latitude of social resource and bene-

tion, they are not abnormal you may call them a noble

fits.

victim. We should be grateful of their existences.
In August 2002, the Department of Health permits rare
The society’s acceptance of rare disorder has been

disorder be categorized as critical health illness. Once

encouraging, but there are some facts needs to be clari-

diagnosed and confirmed by physicians as patient of

fied.

rear disorder, with certify diagnostic document, the
approved applicant can a obtain identification which

First, heredity rare disorder cannot be traced and

allows more medical benefits and savings.

through pre-marital physical checkup along cannot prevent its cycle. Genetic may mutate, and inheritance isn’t

Along government’s effort and the campaign of public

the sole cause. Sonogram, amniocentesis and method

awareness, it has improved the life of rare disorders’

alike cannot reveal deformation of fetus, so the risk of

patients. Plus, with the help of corporate foundations

heredity rare disorder remains. Although the risk

their life is fill with full of hopes and promise….

remains yet some forms of rare disorder can be detected
by various methods, therefore constant prevention must
be practice.

Firefly that don’t glow
The most important issue these patient encounter are

Second, because rare disorder is cause by genetic muta-

publics’ acceptance. As one would say: Let all fireflies

tion results in mixture affect which makes diagnostic

gather together to bring light to our suffering fellows

unattainable. Any string of gene defect can result in sim-

that hide in the darkness.

ilar condition, it’s this reason it compose great difficulty
for any analysis. For example, in this book reported a

This is a song Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient Zhu Ke

patient of Muscular Atrophy named Young Yu Xin, as

Qin wrote for the Corporate Foundation for Rare

she was diagnose a possible case of Muscular Atrophy.

Disorder:

To identify the cause for Young Yu Xin’s disorder it is
still in process.

Firefly that don’t glow
Play in the dark as you sparkle, and all we do is

Last, when rare disorder is filed to more then hundred

hide in dark

categories and up to few hundred types it is strangulat-

No complain, only waiting for your attention

ing to any medical resource.
,
Life is incomplete, and I don t pleat

From medical to social care

All I wish for
Is to play with fleet

In year 2000, the bill for “Prevention and Treatment for
Rare Disorder Act” passes. It provides patient accessibility to the needed vital nutrition and medical treatment, the bill also shares patient tremendous high med-

,
I can t light, hide in shade
No complain, waiting for your attention
Please let me be your playmate

ical cost. Through the jointed of National Health Plan
and the bill of Prevention and Treatment for Rare
Disorder, these patients were offer a better cares and
treatments. Their quality of life and dignity are also
improved. The practice of prevention, medical and

This book contain five stories of five patients, it reveals
each of rare disorders’ scenario, and portraits the miss
pieces in patient’s health. It is the mission of human’s
existence of eternity life.

health plan for rare disorder is seldom seem throughout
the world, it demonstrate Taiwan’s determination to provides a first rate of medical attention.
Beside the medical effort, in October 31, 2001 the gov-
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■ Spinocerebellar

Ataxia patient

During my walks,
please don’t ever
distract me.
“As Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient, we force ourselves
to move vigorously forward as we walk”
“Never call me! During my walk!”
Before we head-off, this is always what Zhu Ke Qin
reminded me.
To a Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient,
walking is a task which involve concentration and
determination.
inability to balance, shrinkage muscle,
Zhu Ke Qin has to walk with his feet pointed outward,
focusing on the road and the change of its’ surface.
With few steps or stairs to go, any sudden unexpected
circumstance,
can results him from falling.
Consequently, Zhu Ke Qin still walks daily,
tried to maintain his ability to walk.
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■

Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient
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Due to this rare seem disorder,

I am
a specimen of
Spinocerebellar Ataxia

Zhu Ke Qin is often been invited to hospital and research institute,
for the medical staff to better understand Spinocerebellar Ataxia.
This is a day where Zhu Ke Qin visited Kao Hsiung’s Chang Gung
Memorial Hospital,
enable for the medical staffs in the south district to familier
Spinocerebellar Ataxia and its’ condition.
Afterwards, Zhu Ke Qin stays with doctors for further discussion.
His bravery and his quest for better health,
has help him to earn healthy state of mind.
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■

Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient

He’d concur
Spinocerebellar Ataxia,
what else he can’t
accomplish?
He had once lost the ability to talk,
and relied on cane or walker when he walk.
Zhu Ke Qin’s continuous rehabilitations,
gradually improves his inability.
Beside his excessive amount of exercise,
he also perform hydrotherapy, Chi Kong and
wheelchair Tai Chi,
Ke Qin’s day is enriched.
Not too long ago,
his condition had a breakthrough,
he told me,
he is ready to establish another peak in his career.
This is what Zhu Ke Qin said:
“I‘d concur Spinocerebellar Ataxia,
what else I can’t accomplish?”
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■ Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient

■

uring our telephone conversation, the passionate

D

behind. Soon after, one by one all six of the seven chil-

Zhu Ke Qin told me: “you know, I’ve recovered

dren has all become ill and leads to handicaps. Ke Qin is

over 30% due to continuous rehabilitation, just two days

sixth out of seven children and he has seen it all, Ke Qin

ago I’ve a major break-through. Now I can sing and

has been around Spinocerebellar Ataxia closely then any

claim down stairs”. Then he laughed and adds: “after the

doctor in the field. Spinocerebellar Ataxia have affect

break-through I go home and weeps”.

Ke Qin in more profound way; he has seem how this

I constantly reminded what he had say “The possi-

disease can affect his family; not only physically but

bly first case in the world to conquer the Spinocerebellar

mentally and emotionally, then eventually leading to

Ataxia.

death.

Spinocerebellar Ataxia is a disorder which is

There is an old Chinese saying: ”Money can not

caused by a informality of genetic gene, the patient’s

buy poverty in youth.” Poverty may encourage one’s

cerebellum start shrivel thus effect the nerve in the mus-

driving force, but when poverty meets illness it generate

cles’ abilities to mobilize. As a result patients often end

a tremendous devastation. When Ke Qin wrote: “if this

up in bed to rest until all forms of oral and body motions

unfortunate illness is genetics then it is undoable beyond

are gone. As all medical files indicated: there are no

one’s control” this passage reflects how Ke Qin dealt

treatments for slowing Spinocerebellar Ataxia’s

with Spinocerebellar Ataxia. After what he has been

progress, only certain medication and rehabilitation are

through he know distress of Spinocerebellar Ataxia,

prescribed for symptoms.

from his sisters and brothers and soon after the history
will repeat itself to him.

Expert of all experts
Ke Qin glared at me and said: “even the specialist

When shadow of disorder caught on

don’t understand this disorder better then I do!” Truly

Ke Qin calmly describing his battle with

enough, no one in the medical field has ever heard

Spinocerebellar Ataxia at more than a decade ago, it all

Spinocerebellar Ataxia when Ke Qin was trapped with

started when Ke Qin’s first home shopping network

it. At age of ten Ke Qin’s mother unable to bear the dis-

business. And with great success thousands of dollars

tress, she committed suicide, leaving seven children

were generated daily, immediately he was in the peak of
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■ Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient

his career. “Continue with daily ritual of drinking,
smoking and poor dieting, it hasn’t spark any excitement…..” as he recalls, “I love singing and I am good at
it” then he began to lose his voice and it‘s all down fall
from there. After he lost his business, he was then
employed by Mitsubishi and got relocate to Shanghai to
establish a home shopping network there. Later he
moved to Wu Hang, China to build his own shopping
network but his health has him put it to a haul. In 1995
due to the economy boom, it was seem a great potential
for Ke Qin to extent his business plan, but then his
health has taking a tow. At first, it was his leg that limited his movement, then it crumbled his entire ego.
In Wu Hang, Ke Qin’s health started to deteriorate
and he become clumsy and fall down more often than
usual. His speech is now incoherent; he couldn’t even
perform a simple task of going down stair for a bowl of
beef noodle without hurting himself. Never again he set
his foot out of his lavish apartment. Committing suicide
has crossed his mind, but at the thought of losing his
beloved, he decided against it. His love for his family
has gives him courage for acupuncture, massage therapy, and Chi Kong in the effort to prolong his health. Ke
Qin passionately says: “patient’s positive attitude is
most valuable rewards for their love one”

A brave father figure
Ke Qin’s second daughter wrote the fallowing passage: “my father is a Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient,
after knowing how he is coupling with the illness I
begin to understand the word: determination”. “Every
time when I see the effort my dad has put into, I no
longer have the fear of this disorder. If somehow in the
future I inherit it, I have my father to look up to, he is
my role model”. After hearing that, it had me realize Ke
Qin’s effort in rehabilitations was not just a positive
message to his family but also to his children that
Spinocerebellar Ataxia can be conqure.
“Who is to say that the patient can’t be healthy?”
This is the fist time Ke Qin has blurted it out during
entire interview, then he ask me to write it down. Causes
thereafter the subject of this interview seems to evolve
from here. During one of our road trip to Kao Hsiung
for Chang Gung Memorial Hospital’s seminar where it
gather the presents of forty to fifty doctors to discuses
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■ Spinocerebellar Ataxia patient

Spinocerebellar Ataxia. As Ke Qin made his speech
titled: “Health and illness can coexist,” Ke Qin simply
indicates don’t let your disorder shake the foundation of
being healthy. But the concept of “illness and health can
coexist” didn’t gain much approval from audience.
To let his health over come his disorder, Ke Qin
has put an astonishing effort in the fight against
Spinocerebellar Ataxia. He began his day at 4am, start
with Chi Kong then followed by creative writing. By
6am he rides his bicycle to the MRT station along with
ten minutes walk to Cheng Hsin Rehabilitation Medical
Center for treatment. After the hospital’s therapy he
returns home for a break. By 3pm he takes his short
walk in the local parks, chatting with the elderly.
Returns home at night to check his children’s homework
and more writing afterwards, and by 9pm he would
turns in to sleep. Besides his daily routine, Ke Qin also
spent his Saturdays with other patients practice wheelchair Tai Chi. He also work as volunteer at
Spinocerebellar Ataxia foundation. Each and every day
Ke Qin challenges himself so his progress can be
improve.

Hole in one
“You know the secret to hole in one theory? Just
practices, endless pursue! Repeat it until it become a
reflex” This is Ke Qin’s model for his success in the
fight against Spinocerebellar Ataxia. This is the time I
follow Ke Qin on his daily routine, before we started he
reminded me not to call him while walking. That will
only distract him and lead to accident because he
wouldn’t have any reflex to react. As he started moving
Ke Qin is fully focus, rapidly dragging his feet as he

appeared normal compared to his classmates, whom are

leap forward hoping he would make it without any diffi-

decapitate, blind and handicaps, it make him wonder if

culty. He often needs street poles or any other objects

he belong there.

that would help him stabilize his motion, so he rely on

As days passed by Ke Qin’s reflex nerve becomes

traffic light and parking meter when needs a helping

sluggish, his brain, hand and visual coordination is not

hand. He smile and states: “we are not like normal peo-

cooperating. The teacher once considers Ke Qin has a

ple, especially crossing road most drivers demand quick

learning disability due to his lack of development in the

reaction we simply can’t deliver”.

class, it just crumble Ke Qin. Later he confront the

Beside physical rehabilitation, mentally recovery

class by explain what Spinocerebellar Ataxia is, it was a

is also a long painful journey. Ke Qin recalls when he

relief to him and make him realize he have to accept

first got his disability card; he went for a computer

cruel reality being a handicap.

course at the school for the disabled. He adds it hard to

After our time been together Ke Qinit didn’t sur-

adjust at first when he notice that his appearance

prise me by stating: “It’s great to be a handicap, look all
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this workload you have; I don’t even have a slice of

thus help him to encourage himself.

pressure” Later I was told he use this passage into one
of his short thesis.

In the last nine years Ke Qin has went through all
symptoms of Spinocerebellar Ataxia, at one point he

Pursue in health

even lost the abilities to speak and body movement. He

Zhu, Ke Qin reveals, “writing is best mental reha-

had decided to let illness coexist with health, no matter

bilitation.” He is constantly writing it’s his way of blow-

how he might be in the feature, he will die trying pursue

ing off some stress, also a way to gather his thoughts.

in a healthy state of mind. He is gradually escaping the

Last year his short story entitled “Hey! Hey! Hey! My

Spinocerebellar Ataxia ‘s destiny. Ke Qin once says:

Ferrari!” won the third place of Literature Award for the

“No matter how hard it is, you are already in battle, so

disabled held by the Taiwan’s Council for Culture

fight till the last breath.” From what I see now, Ke Qin

Affair. And this year Ke Qin has several projects in

has already won the battle.

progress like: “Shrivel Cerebellum, Active Cerebral”
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■

Muscular Atrophy

Due to the incompetence in her legs,
Young Yu Xin drag her calf excessively as she walks,

I notice,
when I walk,
people stare.

it appear oddly to others.
Young Yu Xin saids: “I know everyone is staring at me when I walk.”
Young Yu Xin needs others’ help to pick her up whenever she encounter
stairs.
To enter a vehicle she has to sit in first,
then carries her legs one at the time into the vehicle.
Exiting from the vehicle,
she is incompetent to stand on her own, she needs a helping hand.
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■

Muscular Atrophy

Self-improvement
in multiple aspect

Other then her busy schedule,
Young Yu Qin also attends class in
National Taipei College of Nursing. In there
she always received help when she needed,
and as optimistic as she is, she is also cheerful.
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■ Muscular Atrophy

■

u Xin’s photo shoot was an extraordinary experi-

Y

a restaurant. Yu Xin stopped by the door and wave

ence; she often needed extra support especially

through a glass where it stood her male friend, without

when entering and exiting from an automobile, which I

any hesitation he picked her up and carried her into the

have to pick-her-up like a “newborn”. She shyly kept

restaurant. As I stood there unexpectedly, I was unable

asking me: “Will this interfere with your work?” I can

to react towards it. After many occasions seeing Yu Xin

only reply: “besides being a reporter, I am also a decent

being carried, but it was the first time that impressed me

human being.”As a result, I missed the most important

the most; when all her friend helped her to move around

shots of this interview during my “supportive role”.

without requesting it.

This is one of our interviews, which affected me
deeply; it was in the gathering of Yu Lin’s friend, she

An unique circumstance

arrived in a car and with her friend’s aid she than made

Young, Yu Xin inherited a disorder called Muscular

her exit. Then, she was assisted to a path, which lead to

Atrophy, Muscular Atrophy is neuromuscular disease
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that causes weakening in muscles and waste away (atro-

Xin visits neither a hospital nor a rehabilitation center.

phy). All form of muscle then become inactive, includes

However she’d have her agenda fill with charity and

heart and later results in death. In Yu Xin’s case, her

other events alike.

disorder is in a form of genetic mutation as her parents

Yu Xin’s reduced movement in her arms and legs

is recessive carriers, but their three daughters express

are greater now than ever; in order for her to move

dominant symtoms.

ahead she need to drag her legs excessively, it appear

Ten years from her first occurrence, Yu Xin has

oddly to others as her body shift from side to side. Now

tried all the methods to better herself but nothing had

Yu Xin heavily relies others’ for support especially

worked. As time traveled she realized she couldn’t stop

when entering and exiting from an automobile or climb-

her health to deteriorate, she comments: “It’s not going

ing stairs. These simple acts has become a challenge to

to get better, so there’s nothing I can do for it.” Yet, in

her especially when she is alone. Yu Xin’s poise and

three months we spend together and not once I see Yu

beauty exterior makes it easy for others to overlook her
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■ Muscular Atrophy

disability, it’s been difficult for others to associate and
treated her with disabilities.
Yu Xin pointed one occasion that portraits her disorder situated in the society: One night she was out with
her sister (also inherit the same disorder) on the way to
MacDonald, suddenly her sister plunge and ends up sitting on ground. Hopelessly waiting for pedestrian’s
help, then she saw from a distance two lady and a child
walking towards her. She called for help, one lady
responded and rushes for her rescue, but other lady
intervene and said: “you wait here, while we look for a
police to help.” As soon she finishes the sentence three
of them went away.
Time passes, Yu Xin and her sister didn’t get the
help they needed. Later her sister crawled to a side and
pulled herself up and this painful process took her twenty minutes. After she got up then they proceed to
MacDonald, it was there she saw the lady that offered
her help. Both of them felt angry and frustrated when
they had realized there wasn’t going to be any provided
assistance.

Please forgave them
That evening Yu Xin spends the
entire night comforting her sister by quoting from the bible “The betrayal of Jesus”,
she said: “Before Jesus’ death he pray for
the ignorance.” Yu Xin also told her sister
sometime she felt if she were the Jesus,
tried to tolerance others because of their
naivety. She adds: “we also have to accept
all others in order for us to be free.” “Free
from discrimination, free from pain.”
Although Yu Xin had tried to comfort
herself, but nevertheless when she is in the
position for help she always worried what
others might have thought different of her
actual intention. One other occasion, traveling with Rare Disorder Foundation’s
Assistance of Executive Director, Ke Qing
Fen. Sudden change and without advance warning the

was about to step in for further delay Yu Xin stop her. It

destined boarding gate has been relocated, Yu Xin’s dis-

leaves them no choice but to take the next available

ability forbids the transition in time so she request the

flight.

ground crowd to further the flight time. Without any

Although Yu Xin’s life’s filled with many frustra-

consideration the crew denied her request, as Qing Fen

tion and hardship, nevertheless our time together Yu Xin
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■ Muscular Atrophy

showed no trace of it. Yu Xin can be summarized as an optimistic and cheerful lady, in
the seminar she often quote her associate’s
encounter in her speech. Which leave me
doubts about her own experiencing of obstacle and miseries in her life, then she make
following statement:
“I notice the attentions I receive when I
stroll in the public, I am used to it….”
“I wasn’t depress or sad, when I became
ill.”
“I give myself to Him in the mercy of
god, I know he has an arrangement for
me…”
“I am a reporter too, I know what you’re
looking for but you can’t find it here…”
I expect when a person encounters a major distur-

out various course she met the founder of The

bance he/she would experience great anger, hatred, pain

Foundation of Rare Disorder, Chen Li Yin. It’s here

and the rest but these emotion traumas don’t reflect on

where she can be closely in contacts to “morality” and

Yu Xin. Yu Xin states: “Instead focus my pain and sor-

obtain “improvement”.

row I turn my attention to the welfare of others, it has

Yu Xin’s unconsumed schedule left her little time

enabled me to feel better about myself.” In Yu Xin’s

for enjoyment, but as long as her presence allows she

autobiography titled “A Distance Angle” she writes:

will make the best out of it. Yu Xin is always surround-

“This is a gift that come directly from the god.”

ed with good friends; her personal stylist would bring
her breakfast in the morning and travel together to the

Five meaningful missions
Yu Xin’s religious beliefs have enabled her to a
peaceful acceptance of her disorder. Now Yu Xin’s
schedule’s filled with public benefit affairs, she is also
the spokesperson for The Foundation of Rare Disorder.
Yu Xin told me, beside her role as a news anchor
for noon slot at BLTV, she also has five other important
missions she needs to complete. Yu Xin indicates:
“Fortune, morality, self-improvement, enjoyment and
devotion.” These five elements are the foundation of Yu
Xin entire life is base on, and she choose not to live

office. And when the occasion calls for field trip, she’s
always accompany by her classmates and friends.
Yu Xin states: “This world is filled with decent
human beings, as long you open your mind and heart,
identify yourself as a handicap there’re people willing
to help.” Yu Xin’s statement reflects her peaceful attitude towards her disability. Yu Xin, also indicates; her
position towards her disorder gives her the strength and
attention on other welfare therefore she has gain great
amount of friend in the process. And when she is in the
need for help, she will receive a helping hand.

without it.
Yu Xin show no interest in material substance, it

The sight of angle

has earned her the criticism from her apparel to her dis-

Yu Xin’s religion makes a peaceful acceptance in

tinction in food. Yu Xin doesn’t want her life pass by

her faith, she once wrote this: “I often ask god, I will

with regrets so all she wishes for it is for her to earn

never know what is my destiny, but I will obey any path

more money in order to fulfill her family’s desire.

you choose for me…”

With a schedule filled with charity events, Yu Xin

Perhaps it is God’s will to send a beautiful and

still finds time to attend National Taipei College of

brave patient of rare disorder to our savior, and allows

Nursing. She enjoys a year of philosophy and through-

us to appreciate the value of life.
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Osteogenesis Imperfecta

Know as
“brittle bone”
is unlikely to
obtain
a job

Zheng, Huang Qing once said:
“It seem ‘brittle bones’ are unlikely to
obtain a job.”
But,
from the time I met Zheng, Huang Qing,
he is constantly between jobs.
Some of these work and it’s place,
didn’t offer any handicap facility,
other are due to its’ workload,
been unbearable.
to find an idea job is hard to come-by.
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■ Osteogenesis Imperfecta

Till now
bone frature is
more unlikely

Recently,
Zheng Huang Qing is receiving a
medical treatment called ‘Diphosphate Complex’,
it helps the “brittle bone” strengthen it’s bones,
The treatment is effective.
Recently, Department of Health
grants allowance to these rare
disorder,
Entitle these “brittle bone”
the benefit to claim their medical
treatment costs.
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■ Osteogenesis Imperfecta

Twenty-plus years ago
a sussceful surgical separation of conjoined

I am at Zhong Ren and
Zhong Yi’s home
playing video game

twins, Zhong Ren and Zhong Yi,
met Zheng Huang Qing through a public
beneficial event.
three of them are proximately in age,
through different medical reasons which
brought them together.
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During Zhong Ren’s operation
Zhong Yi and Zheng Huang Qing stood nearby him;
When Zheng Huang Qing is receiving a new medical treatment,
he was accompany by Zhong Ren.
When weekend arrived Zheng Huang Qing,
always responded:
“I am at Zong Ren and Zhong Yi’s home playing video game.”
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■

Osteogenesis Imperfecta

H

uang Qing smiles and say: “It’s been over five
years and not once I have received my year-end

bonus.” Huang Qing’s mom smile and responds: “All I
hope for is for him to find a job that enables him to support himself.”
Huang Qing has been characterized as optimistic,
cheerful and a positive person. Back then when we just
met he was unemployed, and three months later he
already went through two jobs. Being as optimistic as
Huang Qing, he shows no concern over his current condition, and just now his mother Mrs. Zheng starts to
apprehend the situation. She replies: when Huang Qing
is young I worried about his diet; not getting enough
nutrition, but now that he is all gown-up I am worried
about him not able to find a job to support himself.

Numerous bone fractures
Zheng, Haung Qing has Osteogenesis Imperfecta.
Osteogenesis Imperfecta is a congenital (present from
birth) condition of abnormal fragility of the bones.
Osteogenesis Imperfecta is caused by defects in the
bone structure, weakling formation of skull, breastbone,
costal, arm and leg. On the extreme cases the patients’
fragile breastbone and costal cannot withstand the stress

slightest of force could cause multiple bone fracture.

from the lung and surrounding muscles’ contraction,

Resulting in patients’ lifetime on wheelchair.

patient often die after birth. For mild cases, patient with

To Haung Qing, numerous bone fracture not only

Osteogenesis Imperfecta will lead to a difficult life;

causes great deal of pain, it also frustrated his family.
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■

Osteogenesis Imperfecta

Also Haung Qing’s harsh life is contributed by his frag-

at Zheng’s, because we never know when he might hurt

ile physique and abnormal appearances. Although his

himself again.

legs are supported by crutches and braces Haung Qing

This is first medical advice from the doctor, this is

has relatively healthy state of mind, and that is some-

what was said: “This type of bone deformation is very

thing hard to come by.

rare; it happen one in a million, you are blessed to have

“We knew Haung Qing has this defect the moment

a son that inherit it.” Doctor continues: “there is no

he was born.” Mrs. Zheng recalls. During Haung Qing’s

cures so don’t waste time seeking any alternative for it.”

birth it appear that his leg has been deformed and later it

Many years past by and the medical advance still

was concluded by doctor that he might not able to walk.

brought the anger and humor out of her. Despite what

After Haung Qing return home he seem will contain,

the doctor told her, Mrs. Zheng never quit on Huang

but shows lack of growth progress. It all started ten

Qing, she believes if she fails to try, she will regret for

months after birth, when Huang Qing strikes his leg to

the rest of her life. So Mrs. Zheng tries her best to raise

the blanket as he leans to the side, he cried endlessly. At

Huang Qing.

first, Mrs. Zheng though it was a psychological problem
rather then medical one. And later, this time Huang

The determination in her

Qing’s leg was extended by a nanny suddenly he break-

Old remedy suggests ginseng powder assist bone

out in tear resulted in broking bone, it was then Huang

development, thus Mrs. Zheng applied the remedy into

Qing seeks medical attention. From then until the age of

Huang Qing’s congee. Other delicacy she tried was

14 Huang Qing has over thirty times of bone fractures.

applying ginseng into boiled eggs. First she would have

To Huang Qing numerous of bone fractures not only

to buy organic eggs, which are hard to come by, then

causes a great deal of pain, it also frustrates his family.

she drill holes so that ginseng can be fitted. Wrap in

Huang Qing’s aunt adds: it’s hard to have a decent meal

leafs, using charcoal slowly bringing the eggs to a boil.
Mrs. Zheng insists using charcoal, she mentions: “Gas
produces a chemical substance, which is harmful to the
body.”
Herbal sauna, temples’ pray, Mrs. Zheng even travel to Ta Jia ask for Ma Zu’s_ (Guardian of Sea) blessing,
for whatever is worth she tries them all. At the age of
ten, Huang Qing showed no improvements whatsoever.
He’s often at home and crawls his way around, unable
to walk consequently he relied on his family.
Realizing this is not the end for Huang Qing, Mrs.
Zheng looked into custom molded brace. When the specialist from brace saw Huang Qing, he adviced against
it. It would be impossible to make one for Huang Qing
and it’s also a waste of money but Mrs. Zheng still
insists. It’s this kind of determination that causes the
specialist to make a brace that actually worked for her
son. The custom-made brace wouldn’t work at first,
days of fine-tuning at last, the brace offer the support
that actually worked for Huang Qing.
In the process of growing up, Mrs. Zheng’s persistence played a key role in Haung Qing’s life. Soon after,
Huang Qing gains the ability to walk. Mrs. Zheng began
to search for a school to enroll Huang Qing. Haung
Qing is often rejected from school because of his age or
other reason.
Finally she is told that a catholic missionary school
is accepting student with disabilities, but after interview
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of not able to ride a
scooter before he
dies, she finally
gave in!
With his new
found transportation, Huang Qing
thought it would
open-up an entire
new world for him
but as it turns out,
it’s not quite what
he expect.
After he graduated

from

high

school, Huang Qing
went to become a
with Zhengs he was again rejected. School gives Mrs.

graphic designer at a greeting card factory. He only last-

Zheng excuses such as lack of teaching materials, bed

ed a week and quit, it wasn’t a job that he is not capable

and late entry. Mrs. Zheng is persistent to get Huang

of. The factory is located on the second level, to get

Qing enrolled by providing what the schools needs. At

there he would have to go up and through a narrow stair-

last, her determinations have earned Huang Qing a spot

way. Even when nature calls for a visit to the restroom,

at school. At Age of fourteen Huang Qing takes prelimi-

it’s difficult for him.

nary test and was place at fourth grade, and went

Huang Qing went through being an insurance and

through the entire system till he graduated from high

travel agent, and as out-going as he is, Huang Qing

school.

accomplished all. Never kept his job long enough,
Huang Qing just can’t handle the physical demand of his

Complicated careers’ journey

occupation.

“It’s been really hard on me, I rather raise four to

From childhood to adulthood, Huang Qings went

five normal children instead one of Huang Qing’s kind”.

through many hardships, but he overcomes them all. At

“Will, at least he is good child and thoughtful too”. Mrs.

this point, Mrs. Zheng just started to be troubled, she

Zheng smiles and adds: “Only one demand he hasn’t

anxiously says: back then I could work harder to earn

fulfilled, it is that he rid his scooter way too fast!”

extra money to support the family, but now I am too old

Huang Qing’s transportation makes a loud statement; he rides a modify scooter specially design for the

and naturally I worry. She continues: only time I can put
myself to rest is if I go to a better place; heaven.

handicap, besides two extra supportive wheels there a

Huang Qing makes the following statement:

stainless steel rack housing a pair of crutch on one side.

”None of the Osteogenesis Imperfecta patient are

Behind the scooter it hangs a wheelchair and if Huang
Qing sits on it with his braces he would appear machinelike object. Getting on and off the scooter was not an
easy task. Each time, Huang Qing has to wiggle his
body and drags his legs deciding which to choose,
wheelchair or crutch.

employed, it’s unlikely.”
”Providing us money is not a solution, show us
how to be independent is the key.”
”There are troubles ahead, we never know what to
expect.”
As our conversation revolts Huang Qing’s employ-

The scooter is hard to come by. When Huang Qing

ment, I sense some agitation in him. Through his sisters’

enrolled in school he was surrounded by regular student,

connection, Huang Qing landed a position as a tempo-

so when the time comes for other to have a scooter

rary data processor in a Taiwan-base foreign company.

Huang Qing wants one too. Mrs. Zheng denies Huang

He is very pleased with the benefit that company has

Qing’s desire for one, concerning his safety she would

offered, he only wishes some day he could become a full

never agree to it. After a long debate and the persuasions

time staff.
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■

Waardenburg Syndrome

Just after shower

In their world
they been
quarantined

You Lin unplug his hearing aid and resting it on sofa,
fully concentrate on his homework.
He is unable to hear at this moment.
His mother said: “they been quarantined.”

48 A world that is smaller then the scale of ten thousand to one

The proper name of You Lin’s hearing aid called Cochlea Implant,
it works by converting audio signal into electric pulse,
then it sends the signal into the implant receiver,
using an electric frequency to stimulate brain and processes it into sounds.
As Waardenburg Syndrome patient, You Lin also inherit hearing loss.
Without his hearing aid, he lived in a silent world.
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■

Waardenburg Syndrome

You Lin is eight years old
last year his mother think You Lin is not ready for

Must practice
advancement learning

school,
that’s the reason this year he will attend elementary.
as a first grade,
he is capable of identify five thousands vocabularies,
he is compatible among the rest of schoolmate.
His mother said it’s the result of advance learning.
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■

Waardenburg Syndrome

Their experienced
sound are
different from ours
Beside school’s curriculums,
You Lin also attends especially formed musical class from chore
club.
Although You Lin enjoy music and also singing,
but his intonation is flat.
His mother said:
His experience of sound is different from rest of us.
Anyhow
attends music lesson or playing with his peers
to You Lin is a activity felt with joy.
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Waardenburg Syndrome

■

“ t’s I‘m ‘telling’ you, not I‘m “toling’ you; it’s ‘he’,
■

I

not ‘ha’.”

sequentially he inherited the pigmentary disturbances,
resulting a pair of pale blue eyes. Besides pigmentation,

Even though everyone understands You Lin, Mrs.

Waardenburg Syndrome has higher risk of hearing loss,

Chen often corrects You Lin’s pronunciations. She care-

constipation and to some patient, even development of

fully points out each mistake he makes, “he has to be

colon cancer. Minority of patient received white fore-

reminded otherwise his intonation will be off again”

lock skin pigmentation, wide bridge of the nose and lip,

Mrs. Chen adds: “in the past we tried to teach You Lin’s

heart disease, abnormality in muscle and bone structure.

speech but he refuse, resulting him restraint to a chair.”

Mrs. Chen recalls an incident; it was during You

I had spend some time with You Lin’s family, and I

Lin’s feeding 48 hours after You Lin’s birth in the feed-

found You Lin’s parents are kind and gentle, it’s hard to

ing room. Suddenly You Lin chokes and vomited, rapid-

imagine what they need to go through in order to help

ly his face turns purple follow by a bloated stomach.

You Lin’s verbal skill. I was told in this process, the

The nurse indicates that You Lin has been constipated

experience almost crumpled Mrs. Chen thus she isolated

for two days. After 10 days of treatment involving

You Lin and herself from the rest of family. You Lin’s 8

IV(intravenous) and abstinence, the initial report reveal

years old brother often deserted while You Lin’s occu-

a inflammatory bowel disease called Toxic Megacolon.

pied with his mother. Mr. Chen adds: “You Lin owe her

Toxic Megacolon will weaken colon muscle and dis-

mother for his verbal ability, she put all her efforts into

ables bowel’s movement, symptom includes: swollen

it and finally it paid-off.”

abdominal cavities, loss of appetite and vomiting. It’s
because of Magacolon, You Lin once again returns to
the hospital.

The blue eyes baby is under the
excruciating pain
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A month later, You Lin had part of his inactive
colon removed, the surgery also removed parts of colon
that acts as storage and water absorbency agent.

Resulting side-effect and cause excessive diarrheas.
Other then Toxic Magacolon, You Lin is also born
with a pair of blue eyes. It cause some concern for You
Lin’s parent at first, but as time goes by You Lin never
develop any problem with his sight, so that puts Mr. and
Mrs. Chen at ease.

Hearing impairment
are hard to solve
When You Lin was at 6th months old, a friend of
Mrs. Chen shouted “You Lin” behind him and she got
no responds from him. It troubles Mrs. Chen, later when
she got home she placed sound produce toy around You
Lin’s ear to investigate his hearing. You Ling responded
with acquire feedback, Mr. Chen tells: “ At the time we
are glad You Lin’s hearing are fine, we’re just tried to
comfort ourselves.” But actually You Lin is extremely
perceptive, once he sense an object near by he would
reacts towards it.
At 9th month, You Lin was referred to Dr. Lin; a
pediatric heredity disorder specialist at Mackay
Memorial Hospital. After inspecting You Lin’s eyes Dr.
Lin immediately diagnose him to have inherit a rare disorder called Waardenburg Syndrome. Mr. and Mrs.
Chen finally realize they had reveal the mystery that
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■

Waardenburg Syndrome

hunted them for months. Dr. Lin also expose You Lin’s
hearing problem, the repeatedly bad news comes as a
shock to both of them.
Mrs. Chen told me because of You Lin’s complicated birth, she went to consult a prophet, his prophecy
projects “the time span of 3 years”. It means You Lin
will have an unforgiving life till the age of three, and
thereafter he’ll have a wonderful existence. Mrs. Chen
is comforted as she would be reminded “the prophecy”
during You Lin’s pain from constipations. But once she
thinks of You Lin’s hearing inability she question herself; “How can a deaf have a happier life?”
You Lin started his ability to talk at an AuditoryVerbal training course. In the past, the learning to speak
for deaf exist only one method; sign language. Sign language will cause verbal incoherency. Mrs. Chen indicates: “How can someone who is verbally challenge to
be competitive in the society.” Mrs. Chen reveals working in conjunction of Auditory-Verbal training and hearing aid will help pronunciation. But You Lin showed no
improvement. After their assessment, at age of three
You Lin had a bionic ear implant.

5 to 6 years of isolation
Mrs. Chen makes a detail introduction of bionic ear
during our first interview. She point-out a round black
magnet plate, which hosted a receiver located on You
Lin’s head, and it connects to an implant stimulator,
where it sends electrical pulses into the brain, the
receiver than magnetize to a coil wire package that You
Lin carried, it process audio signal into radio-frequency.
This system is known as the cochlea implant. Mrs. Chen
also indicates the cochlea implant produces a different
hearing experience, therefore You Lin have learned to
process the signal back to audio. And this transition is
painful process.
“I had to isolated You Lin for about 5 to 6 years
just to teach him oralism.” Mrs. Chen explains: “For
someone who is deaf You Lin often uses his hand to
experience things, when danger occurs we can’t stop
him in time because he can’t hear us!” “It’s difficult to
raise him.” “I just don’t have enough time to take You
Lin out, we need all time we have enable You Lin to
speak…” “After You Lin’s cochlea implant he was terrified with his experiencing noise, I have to isolate him in
his room for a week in order for him to get use-to
sounds.” “I would turn down his bionic ear’s volume
and gently call out his name, took us more then a month
before we got a response.”
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Waardenburg Syndrome

You Lin cooperated at first when Mrs. Chen started

that handicap You Lin’s learning so Mrs. Chen tried to

You Lin’s hearing lessons, but as novelty fades so were

isolate You Lin in his room; the older brother felt detach

his efforts. Mrs. Chen recalls You Lin’s daily lessons

from rest of family. Unable to share thoughts with Mrs.

involved over five hours hearing practice, it consist ten

Chen during the isolation period, You Lin’s older broth-

different sounds of human voices, animals and music

er didn’t spend much time at home. Fortunately his dad

instruments. Days passed, Mrs. Chen would place

go out of his way to unify the family, Mr. Chen would

groups of pictures on table and plays the sound reflects

drive You Lin’s older brother to and back from school in

each picture for You Lin to identify. One day during the

his busy schedule.

lesson, You Lin was being difficult and uncooperative,

Two years ago, You Lin could not enroll in kinder-

Mrs. Chen had no choice other then restraint You Lin to

garten, and no matter how hard he had tried he never

a chair. “I felt I was being cruel at the time, but it lead

become an ordinary child. Mrs. Chen adds: “A healthy

me to no choices.” Mrs. Chen commanded and she

child listens and stored the information for future refer-

adds; “because some parents aren’t firm with their child,

ence, but as in You Lin’s case no information can be

consequently it didn’t produce any results.”

obtained.”

Been quarantined

more effort into You Lin’s lessons; up till a year ago,

With years of experiences, Mrs. Chen is putting
You Lin’s older brother was consider a distraction
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You Lin is capable of identifying 5,000 worlds! Finally,

she felt You Lin met the standard of an academic institute.
You Lin is currently enrolled in first grade; other
then attending the required courses, Mrs. Chen also
arranged You Lin to participate in a hearing disability
class and choral club to help improve his hearing and
speech.

Determination
During one of interviews as I observe You Lin’s
participation in school; in this particular class, other
than You Lin the teacher was identifies the students who
are lacking behind and some others that are fail to completed their homework. You Lin once demonstrate his
capability.
To Mrs. Chen, You Lin’s achievement in school is
owed much to “advance study”. His learning capability
certainly cannot compare with that of children of normal hearing. Mrs. Chen often visits You Lin at school;
she noticed during the class’s lecture if You Lin were
preoccupied or distracted, his inability will handicap his
quest for knowledge. This is why it is critical to You Lin
that the lessons and after school’s study must continue.
In a gathering for the hearing-impaired, Mrs. Chen
keep telling her peers: “hope not, try hard and aim
high”, “be determine and endless pursues.”
Recently Mrs. Chen indicates You Lin start to
“wonder off”, resulted in numerous mistakes. You Lin
was terrified when his mother had mentioned the “isolation period” in future practice, Mrs. Chen sighs, “we’re
all terrify!”
Here is my conclusion: determination is easy to say
than do!
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■ Glycogen Storage Disease
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Xuan Xuan inherit Glycogen Storage Disease,
at age of two she wobble as she walk,

Unable to hop
at age of three

at age of three she is still unable to run and hop.
Her mom sends her to dance lesson for the reason of rehabilitation.
but to Xuan Xuan,
dancing not only serve as rehabilitation but also enable her to be
more normal.
In order to joint another organize dance lesson,
she rehearse for an audition,
after audition she nervous watching others,
it reveal her eagerness.
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■ Glycogen Storage Disease

We
have to learn
ahead
Xuan Xuan’s agenda is filled with lessons
Dance lesson, painting lesson and talent
classes alike,
she also takes up swimming lesson,
She is persisting and determined.
Her mother said:
“We are slow learners compare to others, so
we must learn ahead.”
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■ Glycogen Storage Disease

Even with strict diet,
Xuan Xuan’s liver, and its’ abnormal glucose storage

How do I
contain the growth of
my liver?

has kept swelling.
Beside doctor’s emphasis on food control,
there is no alternative solution to this matter.
These children with abnormal metabolism,
other then doctor’s care, they also need the attention of nutritionist.
Nutritionist watch carefully with attention to
the wrapping of dumpling, from its’ thickness to its’ production.
Others are stun by these detail investigations they received.
Sometime when encounter patient alike,
the parents grasp the chance to exchange their own experiences.

■ Glycogen Storage Disease

■

O

Don’t know how long she’ll live

list of Xuan Xuan’s schedule so that I can be com-

“If only I knew she’ll be alive for five or ten years,

promise in future interviews. Xuan Xuan’s schedule is

then I surely will provide her a happy childhood.” Mrs.

as follows:

Su describes a time she gone to a Parents of Rare

n my first visit at Xuan Xuan’s, Mrs. Su gave me a

Monday ~ Friday: English lessons in the morning.

Disorders’ seminar, and during the seminar all other

Monday, Wednesday, Friday: pronunciation class

agreed it’s best at child’s interest to provides a happy

from 2pm ~ 3pm

and stress free environment. Mrs. Su doesn’t agree to it!

Monday: art workshop from 5pm ~ 6pm

This is what she stressed to me: “For not knowing how

Tuesday, Friday: dance lessons from 4:10pm ~ 5pm

long she will live, I have to give her the competitive

Monday, Thursday: mental arithmetic class from

edge so she has the advantage in the feature, if she have

4:30pm ~ 6pm
Tuesday, Thursday: swimming lessons from 8pm ~
9 pm

a future.” Fortunately Xuan Xuan meets her mother’s
arrangements and even asked for more variations.
Xuan Xuan bluntly told me: “I got a disorder which

Wednesday: bible reading seminar

it will not allow me to eat what I like.” Then she pulled

Saturday, Sunday: help out mom at the flea market

out a hand-made booklet she had made with her mother,

As I was writing down her schedule, I realized it

titled “A Disorder Which Not Allow Me to Eat What I

was Thursday around 2pm and it’s almost time for Xuan

like”, inside it glued pictures of French fries and cola.

Xuan’s mental arithmetic class. After a brief conversa-

And in this booklet she writes her birthdays’ wish and

tion, it’s time for her to head-off to her busy schedule.

also let her friend write their thoughts about her. “Every

Thereafter, all her interviews took place in various Xuan

year is the same wish”, Mrs. Su indicates: “she wish she

Xuan’s talent classes.

could be better soon and also for both of us, me and my
husband stop aging”.

Xuan Xuan has Glycogen
Storage Disease; GSD is genetic deficiencies that result in the storage of
abnormal amounts of glycogen in the
body. All people who are born with
GSD have one thing in common.
They are unable to properly metabolize or break down glycogen, the storage form of sugar in the body. The
food we eat is usually used for
growth, tissue repair and energy. The
body stores what it does not use.
Excess sugar, or glucose, is stored as
glycogen in the liver and muscle tissue. People with GSD have the ability
to use sugar stored as glycogen, but
are unable to use the stores to provide
the body with energy during fasting or
exercise. Long-term consequences of
GSD include: hepatocellular carcinoma, progressive renal insufficiency, hyperuricemic
nephrocalcinosis and hyperlipidemic xanthomata.
Practice strict diet and treatment for each indication
helps but currently there’s no cure for GSD. In Taiwan,
the recorded history for life expectancy in GSD’s
patient average out in their 20’s. Rumor has it in foreign
country some patient is know to be alive in their 50’s.
(The above-mentioned patient was under a strict diet)
Mrs. Su recalls, when Xuan Xuan was at age of
one, she checked in the hospital due to severer cramp
trauma. After computerized tomography scans, it indicates abnormal brain activity but it’s within the tolerance level. At the end, doctors’ diagnose it as a common
flu. Beside this incident, Xuan Xuan always had a large
abdomen and at the time it was thought as a bloated abs.

Complete control of her temptation
As time passes Xuan Xuan’s occurrences averaging once every two months it consist twitching, asthma,
and fever attack. Oddly enough, it was her severer asthma reoccurrence at age of two where it caught the doctor’s attention. This was the time when the doctor discovered her abnormality in the swelling of her liver. She
was referred to National Taiwan University of
Medicine. She was later diagnosed as a rare genetic

■ Glycogen Storage Disease

deficiencies called: Glycogen Storage Disease.
“Dieting is the most mind-bottling thing to care for
this kind of disease.” Mrs. Su commented, direction
from medical guideline developed by the Foundation of
Rare Disorder read: balancing and stabilizing glucoses’
level through abstraction of glycogen from compound
of carbohydrate in rice and flour. Avoid sugar intakes,
such as: caster sugar, fructose and honey. Ingest of corn
flour to sustain the body’s need for glucoses.
Xuan Xuan has got used-to ignoring any snacks
and junk foods’ desire. One time during our interview
before Xuan Xuan’s art workshop, I noticed her teacher
brought some snakes to share it among her students and
their parents, no need for Mrs. Su’s supervision Xuan
Xuan ignores it and continued with her English homework. Five years since the last trauma, Xuan Xuan has

level of glucose’s under 20 the detector does not regis-

complete control of her temptation.

ter. It was a critical moment because time was cutting

Enable to encourage Xuan Xuan to stay junk food

short, nor they have time to go to hospital or have any

free, Mrs. Su keeps all forms of junk foods away. Till

sweets handy. All Mrs. Sue could think of was instant

one night Xuan Xuan had chicken soup instead of daily

milk that contains sugar supplement. As soon as Xuan

requirement of corn powder, shortly after, Xuan Xuan

Xuan drank the mike, she slowly showed some recov-

became ill. Out of her intuition, Mrs. Su took Xuan

ery. From this deadly experience, Xuan Xuan would

Xuan’s glucoses level and it didn’t register. She imme-

now always carries a candy bar with her and she never

diately checked the manual as it indicated, when the

again dares to miss her daily intake of corn powder.
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took some time for Mrs. Su to find a dance class that
accepted a three year old. Only after a few lessons,
Xuan Xuan was able to jump! The dance lessons also
aid her with more comfortable walking. ”It seemed the
lessons also acts as a rehabilitation on her.” Mrs. Su
adds: “Xuan Xuan keeps up with her practice at home, it
didn’t take long before she’s able to hop on one leg.”
Xuan Xuan is putting same amount of effort into her
swimming lesson too, Mrs. Su is try to motivate her by
telling her: “We are slower than others, so we must start
early.”
In one of interview with Xuan Xuan during her
dance lesson, she was in an audition for a dance association’s try-out. After vigorous dance routine, Xuan Xuan
seemed troubled. She hopelessly walks out from back
stage, telling her mother not to expect anything.
Afterwards, Mrs. Su reveals that Xuan Xuan did in fact
made it in the list, but she felt it’s would be too difficult
for Xuan Xuan to apprehend the course. After one lesson Xuan Xuan, agreed with her mother, and decided to
stay with her current dance class.

“Make a Wish” piggy bank
Knowing the distinction between
munch and hunger

Xuan Xuan’s disorder does not slow her down,
during another interview at her swimming lesson she

Before Xuan Xuan heads off to school Mrs. Su

had demonstrate her quest for better health again. Mrs.

would pre-made two bottles of corn powder thus when

Su told me: one time in her swimming lesson, the

Xuan Xuan’s classmates have their snack break she can

instructor’s careless contacts, caused Xuan Xuan’s some

have her bottle too.

discomfort. Immediately she break out in tears and

Mrs. Su reveals, she wants Xuan Xuan to distinct

return home to rest. Her discomfort was caused by

the difference between munch and hunger so the proper

Glycogen Storage Disease, thus Xuan Xuan’s liver was

action can be taken. Because there were few times after

enlarged and when it’s press it causes pain. But she

Xuan Xuan had just finished her bottles she calls for

returns the next lesson.

more, and the indication from glucoses meter shows a
normal reading which reveals Xuan Xuan just have a
munch attack.

Mrs. Su adds: “Xuan Xuan appears normal, and
she always wanted be like everyone else.”
Since Xuan Xuan’s occurrence at the age of two,

Besides a strict diet and physical coordination, a

Mrs. Su organized a “Make a Wish” piggy bank for her,

child of this illness tends to have smaller physique than

so she can save her allowance in a safe place. Xuan

her peers. Such opinions were made from other parents,

Xuan only makes deposits and never takes out the

no excessive activities. Other was from doctors’, which

money, her mother convinces her to have her saving

it was less constrained. “Despite all the controversy, I

deposited in a bank. When Xuan Xuan encountered a

lead her to a normal life as she can!” Mrs. Su also point-

desire object her mother tells her to withdraw money

out Xuan Xuan’s development is less progressive then

from her account to make the purchase, she would

other, at the age of two, she had trouble balancing her-

immediately responds: “That money is going towards

self as she walks. By the age of three, normal kids have

my treatment!” and after that her desire is gone.

the ability to walk and jump. Xuan Xuan was still

Mrs. Su’s last word: “I don’t know when Xuan

unable to jump and falls often. But Xuan Xuan’s dis-

Xuan can apply her money to make her dream a reali-

abilities didn’t discourage her passion for dancing. It

ty….”
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